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An illustration of the novel self-aware metamaterial system as used in a coronary artery stent. The design can sense restenosis when used in a stent,
and the same design can be used at a large scale ...
Self-Aware Materials Build the Foundation for Living Structures
Our foundation of principles grants us the freedom to create with confidence. It’s what makes our industry so special – we learn the rules so we can
break them. A strong understanding of the ...
Principles: The Language of Hairdressing
Philanthropy experts say changing the Gates Foundation’s governance could bring much-needed accountability to the world’s largest private foundation,
whose influence extends far beyond its grant ...
Gates Foundation changes could bring transparency, accountability
Stripping our biases off allows us to gain data in a neutral way – and to set the foundation for meaningful ... An even bigger problem is that we
usually only see what we like to see ...
Inspect & Adapt – Digging into Our Foundations of Agility
That is the only arm of government that is the foundation of this ... Let us change our style. You leave this age bracket. If there will be problems,
you give them guns to start to move around.
Insecurity: Our foundation is wrong, involve our youth — Ooni of Ife
In Southwest Florida today, jobs in a variety of business sectors are in high demand. As part of The Immokalee Foundation's Career Pathways program,
middle and high school students are introduced ...
The Immokalee Foundation’s summer programs help prepare for professional careers
Riz Ahmed is putting his money where his heart is. The Academy Award-nominated actor is one of the backers of a new study which looks at the
representation of Muslims in Hollywood.
Riz Ahmed backs study that finds Muslims underrepresented in Hollywood
CSIRO believes a secure kernel has less national benefit than going all in on artificial intelligence. By Chris Duckett for Null Pointer | June 6, 2021
-- 22:00 GMT (15:00 PDT) | Topic: Security As ...
Innovation Oz Style: Take a world-leading secure kernel and kick it to the kerb
Three stunning gardens in Dulwich’s Court Lane are open to visitors next weekend to fundraise for the Mark Evison Foundation. All three gardens back on
to Dulwich Park, and between them have ...
Open gardens event in Dulwich raises funds for foundation in memory of war hero
Steven Mnuchin, the Treasury secretary, declared that the trade war with China was “on hold” and that the United States would temporarily holster its
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tariffs. The reassuring comments calmed markets ...
Roche pays $2.4 billion for rest of cancer expert Foundation Medicine
What are the extra benefits that make some anti-ageing foundations better suited to more mature skin, other than cover and colour, what else is there to
look for? In a nutshell, foundations that ...
Sheer to full cover, 10 great anti-ageing foundations for skin over 40
Reporters immediately and incorrectly declared that police cleared a park near the White House to make Trump’s trek to a church possible.
Trump Park-Clearing Story Latest in Long Line of Media Narratives to Fall Apart
Jewish historian Doron Mendels describes Eusebius's Church History as a "media revolution" and suggests that, because of his style of weaving ... And
this foundation stands firm despite noticeable ...
The Problem of Eusebius
She is the author of “No Such Thing as a Free Gift: The Gates Foundation and the Price of ... really knew as much about solving the world’s problems as
they claimed. Anand Giridharadas ...
Why Billionaires Like Bill Gates Can’t Fix the Problems They Helped Create
Columnist Hilary Decent speaks with Nina Menis, new executive director of KidsMatter in Naperville, about the road she followed getting to her the
position and why she thinks the organization is so ...
Decent: New director of Naperville’s KidsMatter says she’s spent a lifetime working to get there
Lands' End is launching its first rainbow capsule collection in celebration of Pride Month. The Pride-inspired collection will include a colorful array
of summer essentials, including tops, bottoms, ...
Lands' End Celebrates Pride with Rainbow Capsule Collection and Point Foundation Partnership
The country's SMEs and women entrepreneurs need special incentives in the next budget to overcome the damage caused by the Covid-19 pandemic SME
Foundation needs to increase ... that SME entrepreneurs ...
'SME Foundation needs to step up, assist more SMEs'
The Resolution Foundation said Britain had to address problems linked to Brexit on top of those faced by other countries including the impact of
COVID-19, the transition to a net-zero carbon ...
UK risks Italy-style decline as economic challenges mount - think-tank
The Monetary Authority of Singapore(MAS) is joining the Mojaloop Foundation, the first central ... This is applied knowledge to very specific problems
to be solved relating to the cost and ...
Monetary Authority Of Singapore (MAS) Joins Mojaloop Foundation For Financial Inclusion
From the biggest bridges to the smallest medical implants, sensors are everywhere, and for good reason: The ability to sense and monitor changes before
they become problems can be both cost-saving ...
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